Meeting summary

This week, we have had enough time to develop our product. We have had some problems on tagging and permissions of notes and tags. To overcome these issues half of us have worked on tags and the other two of us have worked on adding friends. And finally, now we have adding friends but we have a little bit problems on tagging. For the next weeks we are planning to work on permission issues.

Individual Reports

Şevket Dokgöz

This week, I have tried to add friendship option to the project by using servlets and java beans but I could not achieve my goal through this way so I did my implementation according to DWR and now we are sending friendship requests from the side bar and accepting, rejecting or viewing our friends from our personal page.

Uğur Irmak

This week, I and M.Ali worked on tagging part, we started the integration of the new tagging style which is handled by selecting area. Moreover, I created a thin layer at the top of the browser and we can see the tags and update, delete and set visibility of the tag from there.

Mehmet Ali Özkeskin

At the beginning of this week, we re-assigned the jobs for each member. My duty is the complete tagging part with Uğur. Uğur prepared new design for this mechanism. And we started from the beginning to integrate to the project. We made the tagging information and nowadays we working on database part of it.
Mustafa Çöçelli

This week, I studied on the tab problem of the message screen, again. I think to put forward and back buttons to change conversation tabs. This would not be nicer than using scroll for user, but I hope it solve the display problem of message screen.